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Abstract: Analytical methods that allow simultaneous deter-
mination of the concentration and enantiomeric composition
of small sample amounts and are also compatible with high-
throughput multi-well plate technology have received increas-
ing attention in recent years. We now introduce a new class of
broadly useful small-molecule probes and a relay sensing
strategy that together accomplish these tasks with five classes of
compounds including the challenging group of mono-alco-
hols—a scope that stands out among previously reported UV,
fluorescence, and CD assays. Several chlorophosphite probes
and aniline indicators have been evaluated and used for on-the-
fly CD/UV sensing following a continuous workflow. The wide
application range of the readily available sensors is highlighted
with almost 30 alcohols, diols, hydroxy acids, amines and
amino alcohols, and the accuracy of the stereochemical
analysis is showcased with samples covering a wide range of
concentrations and enantiomeric ratios.

The introduction of high-throughput experimentation meth-
odologies has greatly accelerated scientific discoveries and
streamlined efforts in numerous academic and industrial
laboratories aimed at solving complex chemical and biolog-
ical tasks under strict time constraints.[1] Despite the undis-
putable need for quantitative screening methods that can take
full advantage of generally available multi-well plate tech-
nology with parallel data acquisition and processing capabil-
ities it is still routine to analyze one sample at a time with
serial techniques.[2, 3] The shortage of experimental advance
with these endeavors can at least be partially attributed to the
difficulty with simultaneous determination of the concentra-
tion and enantiomeric ratio (er) of chiral samples, and these
tasks are commonly accomplished separately by gravimetric
analysis and chiral chromatography, respectively. Recent
progress with chiroptical sensing technologies has shown
that high-throughput screening of an increasing variety of
chiral compounds is now possible.[4] The most impressive
examples have been achieved with chiral amines, amino
alcohols, amino acids, hydroxy acids and diols.[5] But with
regard to other compound classes, for example mono-
alcohols, chiroptical on-the-fly concentration and er determi-
nation needs to be demonstrated. In fact, stereochemical

analysis of chiral mono-alcohols by NMR spectroscopy,[6]

mass spectrometry[7] or optical methods[8] has remained
challenging.[9]

We now wish to introduce a chiral alcohol relay sensing
strategy that can accomplish three tasks, that is, determination
of the absolute configuration, sample concentration and
enantiomeric composition, altogether. We have studied
a series of chromophoric phosphite and amidophosphite
probes that expedite comprehensive stereochemical analysis
of chiral mono-alcohols via simultaneous UV/CD analysis
from a single sample. In addition, we prove the usefulness of
this new class of sensors by demonstrating a wide application
spectrum that includes alcohols but also extends to diols,
hydroxy acids, amines and amino alcohols. The unique
molecular recognition and chiroptical sensing features are
based on irreversible formation of alkyl (amido)phosphite
products exhibiting characteristic UV and circular dichroism
(CD) signals that allow combined concentration and er
analysis. While most chirality sensors introduced to date
have a narrow substrate scope we show that our phosphite
probes are very broadly useful.

To date, a wide range of optical chirality assays operating
on the principles of dynamic covalent chemistry, in particular
systems involving reversible Schiff base formation, or metal
coordination, multicomponent assemblies, host-guest com-
plexation, hydrogen bonding interactions and irreversible
substrate binding have surfaced.[4c] To the best of our knowl-
edge, stereochemical analysis with a phosphite or amido-
phosphite probe has not been demonstrated. We envisioned
that fast binding of alcohol substrates with aromatic chlor-
ophosphite probes 1–5 should be possible and enable the
complicated stereochemical sensing tasks outlined above,
Figure 1. Although initial focus was placed on the challenging
group of alcohols 6–18, the possibility of optical sensing of
diols and hydroxy acids 19–22, amino alcohols 23–28 and
amines 29–33 was also investigated.

The chlorobenzodioxaphosphite 1 was commercially
available and the analogues 2–4 were prepared in a single
step from the corresponding diols and phosphorous trichlor-
ide (see SI). The N,N’-dibenzyl chlorobenzodiazaphophite 5
was synthesized in three high-yielding steps as shown in
Scheme 1. The ability of the sensors 1–5 to differentiate
between the enantiomers of 1-phenylethanol, 6, and 1-
phenylbutanol, 7, was then tested under various conditions.

We were pleased to find that all probes generate CD
signals that are easily obtained by mixing stoichiometric
amounts of the chlorophosphite and the analyte in the
presence of diisopropylethylamine, see Scheme 1 and SI.
The phosphite formation was verified with several substrates
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by ESI-MS and NMR analysis. Importantly, the sensing
reaction is very fast, it is complete within 3 minutes and
readily occurs in common organic solvents, including CHCl3,
CH2Cl2, THF and ACN, at room temperature which under-
scores the potential of this sensing assay in high-throughput
screening applications.

Encouraged by these initial findings, we decided to test
the suitability of the chloroamidophosphite 5 for enantiose-
lective recognition and analysis of the enantiomeric ratio of
samples with various amounts of 6, Table 1 and SI. In all cases,
the formation of the amidophosphite 34 allowed correct
identification of the absolute configuration of the major
enantiomer by comparison with a reference sample and
determination of the enantiomeric composition of the non-

racemic samples with high accuracy. For example, the sensing
of the samples containing the (R)- and (S)-6 in a 95.0:5.0 and
35.0: 65.0 ratio gave 94.6:5.4 and 34.9:65.1, respectively,
entries 1 and 4.

We then continued with the evaluation of the substrate
scope by applying the standard sensing protocol with probes
1 and 5 to a large variety of alcohols 6–18 including aliphatic
substrates and natural products such as menthol and isopu-
legol. In all cases, we found that the alcohol binding induces
a characteristic CD signal that can be utilized for enantiose-
lective analysis. Representative sensing results with 11, 12, 14
and 18 are shown in Figure 2. Based on the general usefulness
with mono-alcohols, we expected that the application spec-

Figure 1. Structures of chlorophosphite probes 1–5 and chiral alcohol,
diol, hydroxy acid, amino alcohol and amine target compounds 6–33.
Only one enantiomer is shown.

Scheme 1. Synthesis of sensor 5 (top) and CD signatures of the
phosphites derived from probes 1 and 5, respectively, and the
enantiomers of 1-phenylethanol, 6 (bottom). For comparison, the CD
spectrum of the free alcohol (R)-6 under the same conditions is shown
in orange. The CD measurements were conducted in chloroform at
0.75 mM (left) and 0.22 mM (right). See SI for details.

Table 1: Chiroptical determination of the enantiomeric ratio and abso-
lute configuration of samples of 1-phenylethanol, 6, using probe 5.

Entry Sample composition Sensing results
Conc. [mM] Abs. config. er Abs. config.[a] er[b]

1 5 R 95.0:5.0 R 94.6:5.4
2 10 S 15.0:85.0 S 18.8:81.2
3 15 R 75.0:25.0 R 78.3:21.7
4 18 S 35.0:65.0 S 34.9:65.1
5 19 R 95.0:5.0 R 95.5:4.5

[a] Based on the sign of the induced Cotton effects. [b] The er was
calculated based on the CD signal at 300 nm. See SI for details.
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trum of our sensors would extend to other important target
compounds and we therefore applied our chiroptical assay to
the diols, hydroxy acids, amino alcohols and amines 19–33.
Again, we observed smooth phosphite formation under mild
conditions in the presence of base and simultaneous induction
of strong chiroptical signals at sub-millimolar concentrations,
Figure 2. The successful testing with a total of 28 structurally
diverse analytes demonstrates that chirality sensing with
aromatic chlorophosphites is broadly useful and a practical
tool for the determination of the absolute configuration and
enantiomeric composition of several compound classes.

To develop a robust optical assay that can accomplish on-
the-fly sensing of the enantiomeric ratio and total concen-
tration of chiral compounds we explored the tandem use of
sensor 1 and aniline derived UV indicators. The general
concept of this relay assay is shown in Scheme 2. First, the
phosphite formation of an unknown amount of the alcohol
substrate that may be present in up to 25.0 mM with a full
equivalent of 1 matching the maximal possible analyte
concentration is used for the determination of the absolute
configuration and enantiomeric ratio via CD analysis as
described above. The remaining excess of unreacted 1 is then
captured with an aniline indicator to generate a quantifiable
UV signal that is correlated to the original analyte concen-
tration. Several candidates were screened for this purpose and
the shortest reaction time together with a distinct UV change
that can be used for accurate determination of the original
alcohol amount were obtained with para-anisidine 38 (SI).

This chiroptical sensing workflow was first tested with
samples containing the alcohol 6 in varying amounts and
enantiomeric ratios to quantitatively correlate the variation in
the corresponding chiroptical readouts to the change of the
analyte concentration and er. Having established the relay
flow, we then attempted the comprehensive sensing analysis
of several alcohol mixtures. The samples were subsequently
treated with the chlorophosphite and the aniline probe and
the resulting mixtures containing 37 and 39 in varying
quantities were then subjected to CD/UV analysis, Table 2.

Figure 2. Representative CD responses of probes 1 and 5 to alcohols,
hydroxy acids, amino alcohols and amines. All measurements were
performed at 0.13–0.40 mM in chloroform. For more details, see SI.

Scheme 2. a) Workflow of the comprehensive UV/CD sensing of 1-phenylethanol using probe 1 and p-anisidine as indicator. b) Chiroptical probe
responses. Left: CD response of probe 1 at 273 nm to scalemic samples of 1-phenylethanol. Right: UV response at 308 nm to different
concentrations of 1-phenylethanol in the presence of 1 and the indicator. See SI for details.
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The results prove that the optical relay sensing concept is very
reliable and generates accurate concentration and er data.
The analysis of a nonracemic solution of 6 with an S :R ratio of
83.4:16.6 and a total concentration (both enantiomers com-
bined) of 6.0 mM gave 84.1:15.9 and 6.2 mM, see entry 1.The
sensing of other mixtures with vastly different amounts and
enantiomeric compositions was also successful and we
obtained relatively small error margins that are acceptable
for high-throughput screening purposes, entries 2–7. The
recording of CD and UV spectra can be accomplished
simultaneously by modern CD spectrophotometers which
takes full advantage of the inherent speed of the underlying
reactions and the continuous relay workflow. The reproduci-
bility and robustness of this approach were validated with
samples containing similar amounts of acetophenone, see SI.
We like to point out that chirality sensing with chlorophos-
phites is not restricted to one particular probe scaffold
although the general scope and usefulness were evaluated in
depth using 1 and 5. Overall, these proved equally valuable.
However, 1 is commercially available which is certainly
advantageous.

Finally, we examined if one could use an atropisomeric
BINOL derived chlorophosphite probe for sensing, too. We
expected that (P)-40 would have a strong CD signal
originating from the BINOL moiety that may be selectively
altered upon binding of either (R)- or (S)-1-phenylethanol, 6,
because diastereomeric products 41 are formed. This would
be fundamentally different from the use of the CD-silent
chlorophosphites 1–5 which are achiral or tropos-type agents
that give enantiomeric products with the chiral target com-
pounds 6–33 thus generating induced CD effects. Interest-
ingly, we found that sensing of enantiopure 6 and its racemate
with (P)-40 yields essentially the same CD spectrum and
therefore does not allow chiroptical enantio-differentiation
and ee determination which altogether underscores the value
and practicality of the sensing with 1–5 described herein,
Scheme 3.

In summary, we have introduced a new class of chiroptical
probes and a relay assay sensing strategy that enable accurate
on-the-fly stereochemical analysis of mono-alcohols, diols,
hydroxy acids, amines and amino alcohols—a variety that
stands out among previously reported UV, fluorescence and
CD assays. The chlorophosphite CD probes 1–5 and several

aniline derived UV indicators were evaluated and the
commercially available chlorobenzodioxaphosphite and
para-anisidine were combined into a continuous sensing
workflow. The practicality of this approach and the accuracy
of the chiroptical concentration and enantiomeric ratio
analysis were demonstrated with seven 1-phenylethanol
samples. It is envisioned that this assay can be adapted to
high-throughput equipment and multi-well plate technology
which would allow fully automated operation and simulta-
neous screening of hundreds of samples in parallel.
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